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ABSTRACT  

BACKGROUND: Consumer escalation systems that allow patients and/or their family/carers 

to escalate concerns about clinical deterioration have been proposed as a way of enhancing 

patient safety. However, evidence to guide implementation or to support system effectiveness 

remains unclear.  AIM: to critically evaluate the current evidence surrounding consumer 

escalation within the context of clinical deterioration to identify the strengths, weaknesses and 

gaps in existing knowledge, essential themes, and directions for further investigation. 

METHOD: database searches were conducted within Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied 

Health Literature, PubMed, and the Cochrane Library for articles directly relating to consumer 

escalation systems published, in English, within the previous 10 year-period.  Titles and 

abstracts were screened and relevant full-text articles included.  Content was examined to 

identify breadth of knowledge, essential themes, and the effectiveness of current systems.  

RESULTS: 27 articles, containing a mixture of both quantitative and qualitative findings, were 

identified.  Within the context of limitations in the overall depth and quality of current evidence, 

four key areas (relating to consumer understanding and awareness of clinical deterioration, 

confidence and ability to escalate concerns, education, and staff attitudes) were identified as 

potentially critical to the foundation, functioning, and success of consumer escalation systems.  

Consumer escalation processes may contribute positive effects beyond mortality rates; 

however, an agreed method of assessing effectiveness remains undetermined. 

CONCLUSIONS: the ability of consumer escalation processes to achieve their underlying 

goals is still to be adequately assessed.  Further research is required to inform how to best 

implement, support and optimise consumer escalation systems.   

Word count:  

3,995 words (excluding abstract, figures, tables and reference list)  
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INTRODUCTION  

Clinical deterioration is a worsening physiological state that compromises the body’s 

ability to maintain homeostasis, thereby increasing the risk of organ dysfunction, 

morbidity, and death.1,2 Its occurrence may be secondary to an underlying medical 

condition, development of a new medical issue, or a complication of clinical care.1,3 

With evidence suggesting indications of clinical deterioration are often present in the 

hours preceding adverse events, such as cardiac arrest,3,4  early recognition and 

management is essential.4,5  

This knowledge has led to the implementation of clinician triggered rapid response 

systems (RRS)5 directed at ensuring patients who have, or are at risk of, clinical 

deterioration receive timely and adequate interventions.6,7 However, delays and 

failures to recognise and/or respond appropriately continue to occur.8-12  Such 

deficiencies have been associated with negative patient outcomes including prolonged 

hospitalisation,13 unplanned admissions to intensive care, and increased morbidity12 

and mortality.9,13,14   

As has been highlighted through coronial findings and incident investigations,15-19 

healthcare consumers (that is patients and their family/carers) can, potentially, have a 

role in facilitating the early identification and reporting of clinical deterioration, 17,20-23 

as a familiarity with a patient’s typical state and behaviours may allow the capacity to 

identify early subtle changes.15-17,22,24-26 On this basis, consumer escalation (CE) 

systems have emerged as a potential complement to existing RRS.15,25 However, 

despite support from international healthcare organisations,8,16,27,28 and being linked 

to hospital accreditation,8,29 the introduction of CE has occurred in the absence of 

robust research-based evidence.15,20  

If CE systems are to be effective, a comprehensive understanding of the ability of 

consumers to recognise clinical deterioration, and the factors that potentially facilitate 

or inhibit consumers voicing concerns, is essential.15 The aim of this literature review 

is, therefore, to critically evaluate the current evidence surrounding CE within the 

context of acute clinical deterioration, to identify the strengths, weaknesses and gaps 

in existing knowledge, essential themes, and directions for further investigation  
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METHODS  

Search strategy  

Searches were conducted within the Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health 

Literature, PubMed, and the Cochrane Library using the search strategy: 

(deteriorat*) AND (consumer OR patient OR relative OR family OR carer) AND 

(escalat* OR activat* OR initiate* OR response OR call) AND (team OR help OR 

system) NOT (home OR outpatient OR community OR simulation OR psychological) 

The truncation symbol (*) was utilised to expand the search in the case of root words.30 

Boolean operators were employed to minimise unrelated results30 with NOT applied to 

retain attention upon the acute hospital setting and physiological, rather than 

psychological, deterioration.  The reference lists of included papers were reviewed to 

ensure the inclusion of all pertinent sources.31 

Eligibility criteria  

Only full-text articles published in peer-reviewed journals, in English, were included.  

Although isolated examples of CE systems were first identified in 2005,32,33 the current 

review concentrated on papers published within the last 10 years (ending December 

2019) to maintain a focus upon contemporary practice.34   

Content analysis 

The breadth of current research was determined by examining the objectives, 

methods, and outcomes of included papers.  Areas in which research and evidence 

existed (or was lacking) were identified, as were key themes considered critical to the 

foundation, functioning, and success of CE systems, namely:  

1. Consumer understanding and awareness of clinical deterioration,  

2. The ability and confidence of consumers to report concerns,  

3. The importance of consumer education, and 

4. The impact of staff attitudes. 

Consideration was then given to the effectiveness of current systems and escalation 

system design.  
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RESULTS 

Search results 

27 relevant papers were ultimately identified (Fig. 1). Protocols for a proposed 

Cochrane Review35 and a proposed qualitative systematic review36 were not included 

as the final systematic reviews were yet to be published.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. Flow diagram of literature search and selection process.  Country of origin and 

data type included for primary sources 

Initial search = 2,677 results 

CINHAL: 559 

PubMed: 1,462 

Cochrane Library: 634 (trials) + 

22 (reviews) 

 

Review of titles and abstracts for 

relevance.  Unrelated articles, 

duplicates, systematic review 

protocols,35,36 and 1 poster abstract38 

(lacking full text) removed 

Reference lists of remaining 

papers reviewed                           

2 systematic reviews16,25 

1 literature review23 

1 discussion paper15 

1 narrative review with case 

example39 

22 primary sources 

11 from United 

States of America 

5 from      

Australia 

4 from          

United Kingdom 

1 from              

New Zealand  

1 from    

Singapore  

12 quantitative 

sources (including 

local hospital data) 

5 qualitative     

studies 

5 mixed           

method studies  

1 additional paper identified outside 

of dedicated search strategy (article 

published online ahead of print)37 

27 papers relevant to consumer 

escalation 
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The distribution of broad topics (covered to varying depths and quality) across the 

literature is illustrated in Fig. 2.  Several papers considered multiple subjects.  

Fig. 2. Distribution of subjects across reviewed papers 

Fig. 3 depicts the distribution of research in relation to patient population and date of 

publication.  Articles published prior to 2009 were included to demonstrate the initial 

focus upon paediatric hospitals.  Literature specific to adult populations first emerged 

in 2010.40 

Fig. 3. Number of publications by patient population over time  
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Strength of evidence  

With attention upon evidence-based healthcare, hierarchies of evidence have  

emerged.41 The Joanna Briggs Institute Levels of Evidence for Effectiveness42 was 

chosen for this review owing to the system’s wider consideration of evidence, in 

comparison to other models.41  However, a proportion of the reviewed literature still 

remained outside of this hierarchy due either to a focus upon local service evaluations 

or paper design.  A summary of findings (divided into patient populations) is provided 

in Table 1.   

Level Number of 
papers 

Paediatric Adult Paediatric 
and adult 

Population 
not stated 

Level 1 
Experimental 
design  

1  Level 1c 
(See43) 

  

Level 2 Quasi-
experimental  

0     

Level 3 
Observational 
analytic design  

5 Level 3c 
(Bavare44 

Brady45) 

 

 
 
Level 3e 
(Eden46 

Gerdik40) 

  

 
 
Level 3e 
(McCawley47) 

Level 4 
Observational 
descriptive 
studies  

9  
 
 
Level 4b 
(Gill26* Gill48* 

Hueckel49 

Ray50) 

 
 
 
Level 4b 
(Odell24*) 

Level 4a 
(Albutt25 

Gill16) 
 

 

 
 
Level 4c 
(Dwyer51*) 

 
 
 
Level 4b 
(Bogert52) 

Level 5 Expert 
opinion and 
bench research  

0     

Not considered within the Levels of Evidence for Effectiveness 

Local service 
evaluation  

3   (Baird53 

Odell54) 
 

(Dunning55) 

Qualitative 
studies  

5 (Paciotti56) (Guinane20 

Rainey21 

Strickland57) 

(King58)  

Other 4 Narrative 
review (Van 
Voorhis39) 

Questionnaire 
pilot (Albutt37*) 

Discussion 
paper (Gill15) 
Literature 
review 
(Vorwerk23) 

 

*mixed method study including both quantitative and qualitative components. 

Studies containing more than one design have been assigned according to the highest applicable 

level. Where design was not specifically stated by study authors, evaluation of the closest applicable 

level was considered upon reported methods and analysis approaches.  

Table 1. Level of evidence for effectiveness. 
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It is important to note that hierarchies of evidence based solely upon study design 

have limitations, as not all questions are amendable to experimental methodologies.41 

This is arguably the case with CE where, for example, ethical considerations may 

impact upon the nature of research regarded as appropriate.  Consequently, it is 

important to consider additional factors, such as quality and risk of bias, in evidence 

appraisal.41 

Study quality  

Quantitative studies were largely observational and/or descriptive, with focus upon 

system implementation within individual facilities.  Concerns about the overall quality 

were identified with study authors self-reporting limitations including retrospective data 

collection (resulting in potentially missing information26,45,48,54 and an inability to 

investigate all contributing factors),44 small sample sizes,24,44 and limited study 

duration.49 Previous review findings16,23,25 also highlighted shortcomings in the quality 

of previous studies including failures to adopt rigorous research frameworks or to 

clearly state aims or objectives, justify methods, or provide detailed descriptions of 

data collection tools or analysis procedures and that simplistic outcome measures, 

restricted sample sizes, and a focus upon local quality improvement projects have 

limited the ability to generalise results.  Insufficient study details and variations in CE 

calling criteria, activation mechanisms, and RRS team compositions have also 

impaired the ability to compare findings across the literature.16,25 

Qualitative studies20,21,58 more consistently provided in-depth justification for selected 

methodology, and descriptions of data collection and analysis methods. However, 

study authors still reported limitations including samples not reflecting ethnic 

diversity,21,57 potential sources of bias (secondary to sampling processes,20 delays in 

data collection,21 and failures to confirm final findings with participants),21,57 and 

limitations to the transferability of results.20,21,56,57  

Study populations 

Paediatric versus adult patients  

Pooled data suggests that CEs occur more frequently amongst adult patients; yet, a 

greater proportion of paediatric patients require transfer to higher acuity care.  An 

explicit examination of potential differences in the implementation, functioning and 
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success of CE between paediatric versus adult care settings, or the potentially differing 

roles and expectations of family between these two populations, has not occurred.   

Consideration of diversity  

The impact of physical conditions, such as visual and hearing impairments, upon 

system utility has, generally, been disregarded, as have the views of relatives of 

deceased patients, those who have experienced adverse healthcare events, and other 

vulnerable populations, including individuals with cognitive deficits.   

Beyond isolated cases,47,50,57 reviewed studies largely overlooked non-English 

speaking individuals.  Whilst examples exist of Government services providing 

information about consumer escalation in multicultural formats,59 only three papers 

considered the impact of cultural backgrounds upon the willingness of consumers to 

escalate concerns.15,57,58 Although the authors concluded that cultural factors may 

prevent some consumers from voicing concerns57 and challenging traditional models 

of healthcare,15 limited data was provided.  Further research is required to ensure that 

CE services are meeting diverse needs of healthcare consumers,15,23 especially given 

growing cultural and ethnic diversity.60  

Key themes 

Content analysis identified four key themes considered essential to the operation and 

success of CE systems: 

Consumer understanding and awareness of clinical deterioration    

CE systems are founded upon the belief that consumers can recognise clinical 

deterioration.   However, no studies directly examined how consumers define clinical 

deterioration or consumer knowledge of physiological observations, and their values, 

in relation to this matter.  Whilst one study57 reported that 90% of 41 interviewed 

patients or family members had an awareness that either they, or their relative, had 

been clinically deteriorating, outside of providing a limited number of participant 

quotes, there was limited detail to support how awareness was assessed.   

Suggestion exists that patients may subjectively sense changes in their wellbeing,37 

and that patients and families rely upon symptoms to identify a change in clinical 

status.20,21 Reported symptoms included shortness of breath,20,40 pain,20,45,46,54 altered 
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consciousness or mental state,40,45,54 nausea, dizziness, sweating, and those of 

feeling “unusual”20 or “something just [not feeling] right”.40 Participants in two 

studies21,57 reported previous symptoms and experiences with illness assisted in their 

recognition of clinical deterioration.  In contrast, the presence of multiple symptoms 

from complex underlying medical conditions,21 normalising the expectation to feel 

unwell when hospitalised, and deficiencies in the medical knowledge of consumers, 

appeared to reduce consumer confidence in recognising clinical severity, and 

escalating care.20,21  The severity of a patient’s underlying illness and physiological 

deterioration may also, potentially, impact negatively upon their ability to detect 

deterioration and/or physically communicate concerns.20,21  

Disparity exists in the proportion of consumer-initiated calls related solely to clinical 

deterioration.  Isolated studies reported that 75% (of 8)47 and approximately 66% (of 

49)44 CEs related to medical emergencies or were in association with clinician RRS 

calling criteria, respectively.  In contrast, statistics associated with the CE program, 

Ryan’s Rule, in Queensland, Australia, indicated that less than 3% of consumer calls 

would have triggered a clinical review, based upon the State-wide early warning 

scoring system.51    Only one study44 directly compared the clinical status of patients 

at the time of consumer, compared to clinician, RRS activations. Calls initiated by 

consumers were of significantly lower illness acuity and less likely to progress to a 

cardiac or respiratory arrest.  Whether this difference was related to an earlier 

recognition of deterioration by consumers remains unknown.15,44 Arguably, consumers 

and clinicians may also be assessing clinical concern in differing manners.51 

The ability and confidence of consumers to escalate concerns 

If CE processes are to be effective, patients and relatives require knowledge that such 

systems exist, and of the system’s purpose and activation mechanisms.15,45,48 

Consumer awareness was shown to vary substantially across, and within, studies from 

approximately 6%26,50 to 98%.49 Understanding of when and how to raise concern 

varied from 27%50 to 80%.47,49  

The success of CE processes is also dependent upon consumers’ confidence to 

escalate concerns.48 One study26 reported that families of paediatric patients had 

sufficient confidence to escalate care.  Yet, even within this study, conflicting views 

were noted, including the expected difficulties for parents to question staff.  Other 
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studies have suggested that the presence of chronic medical conditions,20,44 and 

previous hospitalisation,20,44,50 may impart consumers with greater confidence owing 

to their own  (or their relative’s) familiarity with the medical condition and hospital 

system.20,50 However, such studies have either been retrospective,44 lacked detail to 

support how their findings were obtained,50 or had a small sample size.20,44  

Suggestion exists that consumers may have reservations about communicating 

concerns surrounding safety in healthcare,58 including in voicing matters that may be 

perceived as challenging health professionals,48 or traditional hospital hierarchies.26,48  

Consumers were noted to be apprehensive that escalating concerns would risk 

upsetting ward-based staff,24,58 thereby damaging relationship with their healthcare 

team,16,26 with potential negative repercussions upon care.21,53  Consumers also 

reported the belief that they were insufficiently qualified to make clinical decisions or 

to question healthcare providers20,26 and the perception that staff were too busy to 

listen.21,48   

Consequently, it is expected that a proportion of consumers will not feel sufficiently 

comfortable to raise concerns about clinical deterioration.15,20,57 Recommendation 

therefore exists that, rather than expecting consumers to independently voice 

apprehensions, alternative approaches, including clinicians directly and routinely 

asking consumers about potential concerns, be considered.20,21,37,58 Further 

investigation remains required.37  

The importance of consumer education  

Participants in one study43 reported greater confidence in their own ability to identify 

and report symptoms associated with clinical deterioration following participation in a 

dedicated education program; however, the study did not examine whether an 

associated behavioural change resulted.  

Other formal consumer education programs47,49 have been associated with increased 

levels of patient and family awareness and understanding of CE systems.  In contrast, 

an absence of dedicated education was related to limited, and inappropriate, system 

utilisation.47 Whilst highlighting the importance of effective education,49,52 challenges 

exist in reaching all healthcare consumers owing to the large numbers utilising hospital 

services54 and the need for teaching to be ongoing.16,23,26,40,49,50,52,58   
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Multiple methods of education delivery are recommended23,48,50,58 to maximise reach 

and comprehension, and to ensure sensitivity to the needs of individuals of varying 

age, backgrounds, emotional states, and health literacy.58  Verbal explanation by 

clinical staff was identified as the most essential component48,50,58 and as a way of 

improving hospital culture towards consumer-centred care,48,49 whilst written text,23.58 

posters,23,53,58 and mobile technology23,58 were suggested for providing re-

enforcement.23,58 The inclusion of consumers in education material development is 

recommmended.58    

Although mentioned by some authors,15,48,58 the impact of health literacy upon CE 

processes has not been formally investigated.  This is despite low health literacy being 

identified as a global issue,61-63 associated with overall poorer health status, higher 

rates of hospitalisation,64 and heightened risk of suffering adverse healthcare 

associated events.63 Clear documentation exists from international patient safety 

organisations of the need to consider the impact of health literacy in patient safety,65 

partnering with consumers,64 and in the implementation of CE systems.66 

The impact of staff attitudes  

Of the eight papers that explored staff attitudes towards CE,24,26,47,48,50,51,52,56 only one  

made this their primary objective.56 Whilst clinicians acknowledged that such systems 

may empower consumers, reduce complaints,24 support the detection of clinical 

deterioration,24,26 and assist in improving patient care,50 hesitancies and negative staff 

attitudes were also noted.56  Clinician concerns included that professional judgement, 

decision making and boundaries will be undermined23,24,26,50,56 and that ward-based 

staff will be de-skilled.24  Clinicians also reported uncertainties of how to explain CE to 

patients and families,50,52  including concerns that such systems may imply an inability 

of the patient’s own medical team to manage patient care50 and consequently, 

discourage consumers from communicating concerns to their clinical team.26,50  

Nursing staff feared potential loss of control over patients,50 and of being judged 

negatively if the patient, for whom they are providing care to, escalated concerns.47  

This included fear of increased scrutiny of their practice23 and of potential professional 

ramifications if they failed to detect a clinical change.16,26  Trepidations about potential 

increases in workloads were further noted. 23,24  
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Apprehensions were also reported that CE systems would burden family members, 

increase anxiety, and lead to feelings of guilt if family did not escalate concerns when 

a patient’s clinical condition deteriorated.56 Finally, reservations existed that 

consumers lack the medical knowledge to decide when it is appropriate to initiate a 

RRS call,56 and consequently, may call for inappropriate, unnecessary or non-

emergency reasons,23-25,39,40,47,48,50 thus overwhelming and misusing RRS 

resources.23,56      

To date, clinician unease about inappropriate calls, workloads, and the straining of 

resources have been largely unfounded.23-25,40,50 However, negative clinician attitudes 

do impact detrimentally upon CE function.48,51  Studies have reported nursing staff 

being selective in which families they provided information about CE to,48 staff labelling 

consumer concerns as “complaints”,51 and unfavourable staff attitudes contributing to 

clinicians failing to respond appropriately.51  Staff education highlighting the validity,39 

potential benefits,24,50 and safety23,26 of CE has been identified as critical to 

overcoming such negative perceptions.23,24,48,50     

Effectiveness of CE systems  

An agreed method for measuring the effectiveness of CE does not yet exist. In regards 

to whether systems are being suitably used, systematic review findings16 reported that 

99% of consumer-initiated calls across 10 studies were deemed, by study authors, as 

appropriate.  However, only limited detail was provided to determine how 

appropriateness was assessed.  The current literature review found that, within the 

context of variable calling criteria across different hospitals and studies,15,16,23 most 

cases of CE appeared justifiable on the basis of either enhancing patient safety, or 

care quality.15,16,23,45,54 However, cases were identified where consumers initiated calls 

for, what study authors classified as, “not valid concern”53 or “nonsafety” related 

issues,46 and situations where individual consumers made repeated calls.46  Multiple 

studies also noted communication breakdowns between clinicians and 

consumers,16,24,25,51-54 in particular, for consumer concerns about the general 

administration of,16,23,25,44,53 and delays in, care,55 as a frequent trigger for escalations.    

Although such concerns may have potential implications upon patient safety and care 

quality,23,47 achieving resolution through a RRS activation is arguably not the most 

suitable or resource-efficient approach.16,25,46 Educating consumers about indicators 
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of clinical deterioration,23 and adopting tighter calling criteria,46 may assist in 

enhancing system effectiveness.   

Robust patient outcome data in relation to CE is lacking.16,25 Using the percentage of 

consumer-initiated calls that have resulted in patient transfers to a higher level of care 

(such as an intensive care unit,24,44-46,50 a higher acuity ward,51 or a metropolitan 

hospital)51 as a proxy for effectiveness, figures range substantially (Table 2).  

Potentially, this may be due to variations in hospital size, number of consumer-initiated 

calls, patient case mix, and the type of RRS.  Of the 10 studies that reported this 

measure, an average of 5.5% of all consumer-initiated calls resulted in patient transfer.  

A further study examining patient outcomes post CE also reported that, of 367 cases, 

1.6% were admitted to intensive care within the subsequent 24 hours.46  

Paper Study duration Total number of 

consumer calls 

Number 

transferred to 

higher level of 

care 

% Transferred  

Bavare et al.44 3 years 49 13+ 27% 

Bogert, Ferrell & 

Rutledge52 

13 weeks  8 0 0% 

Brady et al.45 4.5 years 40 9+ 23%^ 

Dunning et al.55 16 months  30 1* 3% 

Dwyer et al.51 2 years 57 9#  16% 

Gill et al.48 6 months 1 0  0% 

Hueckel et al.49 12 weeks 2 0 0% 

Odell et al.24 6 months 12 1+ 8% 

Odell54 7 years 534 6* 1% 

Ray et al.50 2 years 2 2+ 100% 

Transfer location: + = ICU,  = higher acuity ward or metropolitan hospital, * = not defined  

^Brady et al.45 reported 45 family-initiated calls; however, the authors based the percentage transfer rate 

upon the 40 cases for which full data from chart reviews were available  

Gerdik et al.40 reported transfer rates following the introduction of consumer escalation; however, no 

separation was provided for consumer or clinician RRS referrals    

Table 2.  Consumer-initiated calls resulting in patient transfer to higher acuity care. 

Whilst such transfer rates remain below those associated with clinician RRS 

activations (of up to 60%),44,45 they do highlight a potential subgroup of patients whose 

deterioration may have otherwise been overlooked.25,44,45  Furthermore, reports exist 

of consumer-initiated calls leading to modifications in patient management (including 

specialist review,51,54 additional investigations,46,51 clinical interventions, surgical 

procedures,51 and alterations to medication orders)46 in 18.7% (of 534),54 41.4% (of 
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367),46 and 47% (of 57)51 of cases. Consumer-initiated calls were also reported to 

have improved care quality,24 and assisted in identifying safety issues.46   

Only eight studies provided information upon both the number of CEs and clinician 

Rapid Response Team (RRT) activations (Table 3).  

Paper Study 

duration 

Total number of CE 

referrals  

Total number of 

activations 

(consumer and 

clinician)  

% referrals 

initiated by 

patients/family  

Bavare et al.44 3 years 49 1906 2.6% 

Brady et al.45 6 years 83 2814 2.9% 

Gerdik et al.40 2 years 25 Avg. 193/month 0.5% 

Gill et al.26  6 months 0 62 0%a 

Gill et al.48 6 months 1 174 0.6%c 

Eden et al.46 3.5 years 367 2667b 13.8% 

Hueckel et al.49 3 months 2 47 4.3% 

McCawley et al.47 6 months 8 107 7.5% 

Odell54 7 years 534 70,041 0.8% 
aNo calls directly activated through hospital’s CE system; however, family concern was reported as the 

reason for 5 clinician-activated RRT calls 

bFigure based upon approximate number of traditional RRT activations reported by authors + 367 

consumer-initiated calls   

cPercentage based upon one call directly activated by family.  However, the authors also reported that 8 

clinician calls were the direct result of family members requesting a RRS activation  

Table 3.  CEs as a percentage of all care escalations.  

The variation in CEs may, in part, reflect contextual differences45 in study settings and 

duration,25 calling criteria,15,16 effectiveness of implementation,15,53 consumer 

awareness,15,53 and system maturity.54  Whilst there is general agreement that, to date, 

the volume of consumer-initiated calls is relatively low and therefore, unlikely to 

overburden RRS resources,25,45 the numbers may actually reflect barriers to system 

usage.26 Consequently, a precise figure reflecting an appropriate volume of CEs 

remains unknown.45  A dose-response, with respect to effectiveness, has been 

demonstrated for traditional RRS where a higher “dose” (for example, calls per 1,000 

hospital admissions) is associated with a reduction in cardiac arrest rates.67,68 Thus, a 

similar consideration may be of importance when assessing the effectiveness of CE. 

Of the isolated studies that have reported reductions in cardiac arrest47,50 or mortality 

rates40 following the introduction of CE, findings must be interpreted with caution, as 

they are based upon observational studies, whose descriptive nature limits the ability 

to prove associations with clinical outcomes.40 The concurrent introduction of other 
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safety initiatives,40 and figures based upon data for both consumer and clinician RRS 

activations, the latter of which increased significantly during study periods,40,47,50 also 

restrict the ability to isolate the effects of CE upon patient outcomes.   

Five studies reported an increase in the number of clinician RRS activations following 

the introduction of CE processes.39,40,47,49,50 This observation may be explained by 

clinical staff feeling more inclined and confident to use RRS when supported by 

consumers,23,50 thereby overcoming socio-cultural factors that have previously 

hindered RRS use and/or effectiveness.23,55 By increasing the attention on patient 

safety, staff accountability, partnership in care, and reducing system and 

communication barriers, CE processes may additionally promote positive, 

organisation-wide, cultural changes.47,52   

Finally, positive patient and family perceptions towards CE systems were repeatedly 

reported.16,24,25,44,46,51,53,55,57   

System design 

Models of CE currently exist;16 however, limited reported details and contextual 

variations create difficulties in making comparisons about effectiveness and 

outcomes.  Although specific designs have been proposed,52,58 there remains no 

consensus of what constitutes the most effective system.25 Whilst the required 

features will, in part, depend upon local context and resource availability,17,58 based 

upon the reviewed evidence, and recommendations associated with traditional 

medically driven RRS, it is possible to identify (and model) system features that are 

reported or supported within the literature, and those for  which uncertainty remains 

(Table 4 and Fig. 4).   

Strength Escalation System Consideration  

Supported within 

the literature    

 CE systems do not replace traditional RRS (all studies included CE in 

addition to clinician-activated RRS).  

 CE processes provide a pathway for consumers to access an 

independent clinical review in situations of ongoing concern.25,26,45,51-

54 Consumers should still be encouraged to raise concerns with their 

primary health care team in the first instance.26,45,53,56   
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 Organisational governance and support from executive and clinical 

leadership are important to successful system 

implementation5,6,26,40,47,48,52 and sustainability.5 

 Multifaceted and systematic implementation processes,16,26,48 

including formal consumer and staff education, are recommended to 

reduce barriers to effective system usage.16,23,26,40,45,47,48-50,52,58   

 Feedback, evaluation, and quality improvement mechanisms are 

necessary to improve system effectiveness.17  This includes 

evaluation of implementation strategies,26,48 staff48,51 and consumer 

feedback,15,17,23,40,44,48,49,51,52 auditing,17,39,48,52,53 and providing 

information to staff about system outcomes.39,48,50 

Potential 

recommendations 

for consideration   

 Consideration may be required for alternative strategies to promote 

communication between consumers and clinicians,20,21,37,58 as a 

proportion of consumers may not feel sufficiently confident or 

comfortable to use escalation systems.15,20,21,26,48,57,58  

 In regards to system activation criteria, collated data indicate a lower 

rate of CEs in systems focused upon actual clinical deterioration, in 

comparison to escalation for general consumer concern.16 Systems 

focused upon clinical deterioration may, therefore, be more resource 

effective.25,46 Alternative pathways may be necessary to manage other 

non-life-threatening consumer safety and quality related concerns.25,45 

Areas of 

uncertainty 

requiring further 

investigation  

 The optimal consumer activation pathway remains undetermined.  

Current models include:  

- Indirect pathways:  

consumer escalates concern to primary care team (using incremental 

escalation)26,48,51 or to a dedicated consumer escalation 

team/representative who assesses the situation and may activate a 

RRT if deemed clinically necessary.46,47,51,52,53,55     

- Direct pathways:  

consumer able to bypass clinician to directly activate 

RRT.24,26,40.44.45.48-50.54 

 The optimal response mechanism, including nature of response team, 

is potentially dependent upon the indication for activation16 and local 

resources.58 Current models include:  

- Standard RRT (including the same members who respond to clinician 

RRS activations). 24,26,40.44.45.48.49.50.54  
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- Dedicated CE team. 46,47,51,52,53,55 Varying compositions are reported 

across the literature.  May include clinical and administrative staff.58       

- An independent assessor.51   

Table 4. CE system considerations  

 

 

Fig 4. Emerging CE model  
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IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE AND FUTURE RESEARCH  

The concept of CE is not dissimilar from other time critical situations including acute 

coronary syndrome,69 stroke,70 and sepsis,71 whereby public health campaigns are 

reliant, in part, upon consumers, in the community, recognising and responding to at 

risk symptoms and signs.  However, even within those circumstances there is 

evidence to indicate that consumers have limited symptom recognition, unawareness 

regarding the severity of one’s illness,69,72,73 and a general deficiency in knowledge 

about the importance of obtaining urgent medical review72 resulting in delays in 

seeking medical support.69,72,73 Consequently, educational and awareness programs 

emphasising the importance of both symptom recognition and the need to seek prompt 

assistance have been emphasised.72  Such findings are arguably of significance when 

considering hospital-based consumer escalation processes.    

Recommendations emerging from the reviewed literature surrounding CE include:  

 The importance of formal consumer and staff education to overcoming barriers 

to system implementation;23,49,58  

 Promoting a shared definition, between consumers and clinicians, of what 

constitutes clinical concern;51 and  

 Rather than expecting consumers to independently voice concerns, alternative 

approaches may be required to encourage consumer engagement.20,21,37  

Further research is required across multiple areas including: 

 How consumers define clinical deterioration, and their ability to recognise and 

report its occurrence; 

 The impact of individual consumer characteristics upon patient/family 

willingness, confidence, and ability to use escalation systems; 

 Potential differences in the functioning of CE between adult and paediatric 

populations; 

 How to meet the needs of diverse patient groups;  

 The most effective CE model; and 

 The optimal method of assessing outcomes including the potential of a dose-

response relationship.   
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Consistent reporting may also allow for meta-analysis of data and greater confidence 

in findings.   

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS  

Most studies associated with CE in acute care hospitals fall within the lower levels (or 

outside) of the evidence hierarchy. Thus, the decision was made to complete a 

literature review, rather than a systematic review, as the more rigorous study inclusion 

and exclusion criteria associated with the latter would risk providing only an incomplete 

view of the available evidence.74 The methodology of a literature review instead 

permitted for the inclusion of all identified peer-reviewed material and study designs 

and therefore, a more extensive awareness of the breadth of current knowledge,75 and 

the identification of key priorities for further investigation, to be developed. This wider 

examination of literature is reflected in the inclusion of a greater number of peer-

reviewed articles within this paper in comparison to previous systematic reviews.16,25 

Justification for completing a literature review was also based on the outcomes of prior 

systematic reviews highlighting that, owing to limitations in the quality, design and 

reporting of studies, previous research of CE has not been conducive to answering 

questions about system effectiveness,25 or impact.16  Although additional studies have 

emerged since this time, they were not considered sufficient to justify repeating a 

systematic review of effectiveness within the acute hospital environment.   

CONCLUSIONS  

CE has been proposed as a way of increasing patient safety and promoting 

partnership in care.  However, the ability of CE processes to achieve their underlying 

goals is still to be adequately assessed.   

Substantial gaps exist within the current literature, particularly surrounding whether 

consumers have the ability to timely recognise acute clinical deterioration and are 

sufficiently confident, and able to escalate their concerns.  A low awareness of CE 

processes, limitations to consumer confidence, and negative staff attitudes may also 

be acting as barriers to system usage with this reflected in the generally low 

occurrence rate of consumer escalations to date.  Furthermore, current research has 

largely overlooked the potential impact of individual consumer related factors upon the 

utility and functioning of CE systems amongst diverse patient groups.   
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Ultimately, further research is required to fill deficits in the current evidence base to 

inform, both clinicians and consumers, on how to best implement, support and 

optimise CE processes.     
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